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White Paper

Presenting a Polished Image:
'NVSN$ƤDBSHUDKX"NLLTMHB@SD1DRTKSR
Sooner or later, we all need to share the results of our work with key players both inside and
NTSRHCDNTQNQF@MHY@SHNMR 6GDMSGNRDQDRTKSR@QDRHFMHƥB@MS HSŗRDRODBH@KKXHLONQS@MSSG@S
they’re communicated accurately and presented in the best light possible.

At Tecplot, Inc., we’ve been in the business of helping scientists and
engineers communicate their CFD results for almost 30 years. We’ve
condensed some of that accumulated knowledge into a brief paper
CDRHFMDCSNGDKOXNTOQDRDMSXNTQQDRTKSRLNQDDƤDBSHUDKXHMOQHMS 
online, and on screen.
2ODBHƥB@KKX SGHRO@ODQVHKKRGNVXNTGNVSN

• Create visually exciting plots and layouts that
will engage your audience’s interest

• Use and combine colors to quickly and
DƤDBSHUDKXBNLLTMHB@SDXNTQC@S@

• Choose fonts that allow your audience
to easily scan and understand numerical or
2D Mach turn rate. This one is called the “doghouse plot.”

narrative information

• Select image formats that are best suited for digital, print,
and online presentations
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Link slices between 3D and XY Plots in Tecplot 360
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File Output Formats

Color

Digital

Using color

If you want to share your results on screen in a presentation, an

Use color to draw the eye to important data and away from less

e-mail, or an informal report, export your image in the Portable

RHFMHƥB@MSATSUHRT@KKXOQNLHMDMSNAIDBSR %NQDW@LOKD @UNHCTRHMF

-DSVNQJ&Q@OGHBR/-&ENQL@S 3GDRL@KKƥKDRHYDL@JDRHSKHFGS

lots of color at the sides of your plots. White space is good, too —

enough for e-mail and the Web, while the quality on screen is

KDSXNTQC@S@ROD@JENQHSRDKE 1DLDLADQSG@SC@QJA@BJFQNTMCRL@X

HMCHRSHMFTHRG@AKDEQNLSGDNQHFHM@KOKNS 3GDƥKDENQL@S@KRNHR

look good on your monitor, but could display poorly

GHFGKXBNLO@SHAKDVHSGNODQ@SHMFRXRSDLHL@FDUHDVDQR NƧBD

VGDMOQNIDBSDC 

applications, e-mail applications, and modern Web browsers.

Color Selection

Alternate formats that produce acceptable on screen quality include

Contrasting background colors provide optimum readability,

Graphic Interchange Format (GIF) and Joint Photographic Experts

but use a white background if you’re working with multiple and

&QNTO)/&NQ)/$& &(%ƥKDR@QDLNRSBNLLNMKXTRDCENQFQ@OGHB

varied colors. Do not use saturated colors like blue and orange

HL@FDRVGHKD)/&ƥKDR@QDTRDCENQOGNSNR 6HSG@EDVDWBDOSHNMR 

next to each other because the eye has trouble focusing on

ANSG@QDřKNRRXENQL@SŚƥKDR VGHBGB@MXHDKCKNVDQPT@KHSXUHRT@KR

both simultaneously. While many engineers may still prefer the

SG@MSGDřKNRRKDRRŚ/-&ENQL@S )/&ƥKDR@KRNB@MCDFQ@CDHMPT@KHSX

saturated small rainbow by default, you can often give your plot a

if edited and saved too many times. If you know that your audience

communicative edge simply by de-saturating the included colors.

may be using older applications that don’t support PNG, select the
JPG or GIF formats.

Make sure your choices are color blind friendly. Some types of color
blindness inhibit the ability to distinguish between hues. Using

Print

other visual clues such as luminosity (the light or darkness of the

If you intend to publish your images digitally as a PDF or physically

color) can help.

as a printed piece, go with the Encapsulated PostScript (EPS) format
whenever possible. While PNG is a pixel-based image, EPS is a
UDBSNQHL@FD VGHBGL@HMS@HMRHSRRLNNSGCDƥMHSHNMVGDMRB@KDC 
3GD6HMCNVR,DS@ƥKD6,%ENQL@S@KRNVNQJRVDKKENQ6HMCNVR
NMKX@OOKHB@SHNMR 'NVDUDQ $/2@MC6,%ƥKDR@QDKHLHSDCHMSG@S
SGDXCNMŗSRTOONQSSQ@MRKTBDMBX@MCSGDƥKDRHYDRB@MADK@QFD

Converting colors to
grayscale can help you
see the varying levels of
luminosity in your chosen
colors. Try converting your
color scale to grayscale

3@FFDC(L@FD%HKD%NQL@S3(%%NQ3(%ƥKDR@QDVHCDKX@BBDOSDC

and seeing if you can

@ROGNSNƥKDRVHSGHMSGDOQHMSHMFHMCTRSQX 3GHRENQL@SB@MG@MCKD

distinguish between

CDUHBD RODBHƥBBNKNQRO@BDR RTBG@R",8* @MCB@MRTOONQS

the values that the

SQ@MRO@QDMBHDR 'NVDUDQ 3(%%@MC3(%ƥKDRB@MADUDQXK@QFD

color portrays.

Raster Images vs. Vector Images
1@RSDQHL@FDR/-& 3(%% 3(% )/$& )/& &(% 26% %K@RG @MC 5(@QD
A@RDCNMOHWDKR@MCCNMNSRB@KDUDQXVDKK 5DBSNQƥKDR$/2 6,%
@QDKHMD A@RDC@MCL@HMS@HM@RLNNSGCDƥMHSHNMVGDMRB@KDC 
When outputting raster images, export the exact size you need and
create new output for every desired display size. Avoid stretching
raster images beyond your target image or you will start to lose
resolution and quality.
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Color Scales
"NKNQL@OOHMFRŕTRHMFCHƤDQDMSBNKNQRSNRGNVCHƤDQDMSU@QH@AKDU@KTDRŕB@MBNLLTMHB@SDHMENQL@SHNMLNQDNQKDRRRTBBDRRETKKX
depending on color choice. Many scientists map small-to-large variable values to small-to-large light wavelengths, but the brain does not
interpret colors of varying wavelength as a scale (for example, red does not look “shorter” than violet). Thus the typical rainbow of colors is
MNSUDQXDƤDBSHUDHMBNLLTMHB@SHMF@RL@KK SN K@QFDRB@KDNEU@QH@AKDU@KTDR 1@HMANVBNKNQRVNQJVDKKENQřPT@MSHS@SHUDŚBNKNQL@OOHMFRŕ
HMVGHBGSGDU@QH@AKDU@KTDRCNMNSHLOKX@MTLDQHB@KQDK@SHNMRGHO RTBG@RK@SSDƦ@UNQRKHJDBGNBNK@SD B@Q@LDK @MCG@YDKMTSŕNSGDQBNKNQ
scales portray scalar variable values more easily. Mappings that portray scalar variable values more intuitively show a sort of gradient, such
as light to dark (sequential), or the change of one color into another color (divergent and two-color). Choose a mapping type that makes it
easy for others to understand your data. The following mappings represent a sampling from ColorBrewer software. For more overview on
these scales, visit www.colorbrewer.org.
Divergent mappings emphasize extremes of the data spectrum while also

Sequential mappings are appropriate for displaying data that progresses

highlighting critical values in the middle of the range. The lightest color

from low to high values. Steps of lightness (changes in luminosity) order

appears as the middle value, and the darkness of each color increases

these mappings, with lighter colors for lower-valued data. The linear

according to the value’s distance from the center value. Use these divergent

progression of luminance makes these mappings friendly to color blind,

scales especially when the data range uses zero as the middle value, or

gray scale and printing situations.

@CITRSSGDQ@MFDRNSG@SSGDKHFGSDRSBNKNQE@KKR@KNMFSGDYDQNONHMSRTBG@R
the national average or the accepted value).
1. Earth and Sea

1. Warm Sequence
This scale is color blind friendly, and works well with modern HD monitors.
It is also may be good for copying and color printing.

3GHR@CITRSDCSVN BNKNQCHUDQFDMSRB@KDG@RXDKKNV@CCDCHMSGDLHCCKDENQ
HMBQD@RDCCHƤDQDMSH@SHNM (SHRDRODBH@KKXFNNCBNQQDK@SHMFBNKNQRSN@M@STQ@K
phenomenon, such as elevation. It is friendly to red-green color blindness,
modern HD monitors and color printing.

2. Cool Sequence
This scale is color blind friendly. It also is possibly friendly with modern HD
monitors and color printing. It increases linearly in luminance.

2. Warm to Cool
This mapping uses a divergent scale with a warm color on one end and a
cool color on the other. It is (red-green) color blind friendly, and works well
modern HD monitors. It also may be good for color printing, depending on

3. Cool Sequence for Printing

the printer,

This scale, also from colorbrewer.org, is color blind friendly, color printing
friendly. Possibly friendly to modern HD monitors. Increases linearly
in luminance.
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Layout

Common Layout Elements

Rule of Thirds

Text & Fonts

One of the best and easiest ways to create visual energy is called

When using multiple text blocks, create an obvious and consistent

SGDř1TKDNE3GHQCR Ś(L@FHMDXNTQK@XNTSCHUHCDCHMSNSGHQCR

RHYDGHDQ@QBGXSG@SL@JDR@CHRSHMBSCHƤDQDMBDADSVDDMSHSKDR@MC

UDQSHB@KKX@MCGNQHYNMS@KKX  KHFMSGDLNRSHLONQS@MSNAIDBSRSHSKDR 

RTA SHSKDR  UNHCBKTSSDQHMFSGDK@XNTSVHSGCHƤDQDMSENMSR 8NTQ

plots, images) in your layout along these imaginary lines and / or

LDRR@FDVHKKFDSKNRSHM@ITLAKDNEENMSR RNTRDMNLNQDSG@MSVN

near the intersection points to make your layouts more engaging.

ŕNMDENQGD@CHMFR@MCNMDENQSDWS  R@M@KSDQM@SHUD TRDCHƤDQDMS
fonts within the same font family, such as bold for the main title and
regular for secondary headers. Avoid overlapping labels or text.
(MRBHDMSHƥB@MCDMFHMDDQHMFOQDRDMS@SHNMR BNLOKDWENQLTK@D@MC
equations are often needed to explain your plot. LaTeX fonts are a
commonly used notation that can be easily installed and used with
compatible plotting software.
Keys
(MBKTCD@BKD@QKXCDƥMDCBNKNQKDFDMC @RVDKK@R@SHSKDAKNBJVHSG
BNLO@MXM@LD KNFN @MCOKNSSHSKD 8NT@KRNL@XV@MSSNHMBKTCD
your name, title, and contact information.
Boxes, Rule Lines, and Arrows

Make Room

3GDRDFQ@OGHBSNNKRGDKORGNVNƤHLONQS@MSHMENQL@SHNM 4RD

,@JDRTQDSGDQDHRDMNTFGRO@BDADSVDDMSGDNAIDBSRHMXNTQK@XNTS

sparingly, however, or nothing will stand out and your layout may

and the frame of your layout. Creating enough space (also referred

KNNJBKTSSDQDC 6GDMTRHMFANWANQCDQR CNMŗSENQFDSSNNƤRDSSGD

to as “head room,” “nose room,” “looking room,” or “air”) around an

text from the edges with some space.

NAIDBSDKHLHM@SDRSGDODQBDOSHNMSG@SSGDRTAIDBSHR@ANTSSNE@KKNTS
of the frame. Make sure there is enough space in the area towards

Reverses

VGHBG@MNAIDBSHRE@BHMFNQLNUHMF @RVDKK %NQDW@LOKD OTS@KHSSKD

Light text on dark background draw attention and are easy to read,

more space in front of a car to show the viewer that the car has

but tiring to the eyes. Avoid using thin fonts because they tend to

somewhere to go.

disappear when reversed.

Conversely, too much space can overwhelm or marginalize an
NAIDBS (EXNTŗQDG@UHMF@BG@KKDMFDCDSDQLHMHMFVGDSGDQXNTŗUDOTS
SGDQHFGS@LNTMSNERO@BD@QNTMC@MNAIDBS BQNRR BGDBJXNTQK@XNTS
@F@HMRSSGD1TKDNE3GHQCR #NSGDL@HMNAIDBSR@KHFMVHSGSGDKHMDR
@MCHMSDQRDBSHNMONHMSR(ESGDX@QDMŗS@KHFMDC @CITRSSGDONRHSHNM
NEXNTQNAIDBSR@BBNQCHMFKXVHSGNTSBG@MFHMFSGDHQRHYDR@MCHSVHKK
probably solve the spacing problem.

Tecplot 360 is a suite of CFD visualization tools designed
SNG@MCKDK@QFDC@S@RDSR @TSNL@SDVNQJƦNVR @MC
UHRT@KHYDO@Q@LDSQHBQDRTKSR (MSDFQ@SDC78 #@MC#
plotting helps you quickly make engineering decisions.
Publication-quality images and anmiations can be
DWONQSDCHML@MXCHƤDQDMSENQL@SRSNBNLLTMHB@SDXNTQ
results with detail and accuracy.
Use Tecplot 360 to visualize, analyze and communicate
XNTQ"%#QDRTKSR
GSSORVVV SDBOKNS BNL
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